
Birte Becker
 

Life More Meaningful 

1st Workshop

 

Life is full of big questions and

answers don’t always come easy.

The Japanese concept of IKIGAI

provides a helpful framework to

explore and find your answers.

Solutions and life coach. Birte

brings a fresh outlook and creative

solutions.

Alistair Boyd

Transformative You

 

An exciting insight into your full

range of transferable skills in

employment. As a seasoned

professional Alistair helps you

draw out the full range of

possibilities in any employment

situation and helps put the power

back in your hands as you navigate

through your work life.

Sharee Retallick

Pathway to Resilience

 

From a background in social work,

Sharee brings a practical approach

and proven skills to help live a

more successful life. With personal

examples and helpful tips, this

workshop will give you keys to

build a revitalised sense of self.

Tracy Ilton

Kick-Start Your Style 

Styling Workshop

As a personal stylist, Tracy brings a

comprehensive understanding of

both style and budget to your

choice of wardrobe. Knowing that

everyone’s starting position is

different, she will help you to

assess what adds value and delight

to your own style personality. 

Point of Change
Morning Workshops



Birte Becker
 

Habitually Fixed

2nd Workshop

 

Investigate your existing routines

and those you would like to

establish. Birte brings clarity

regarding how to use everyday

habits to awaken and enlarge your

possibilities.

Alistair Boyd

Transformative You

 

An exciting insight into your full

range of transferable skills in

employment. As a seasoned

professional Alistair helps you

draw out the full range of

possibilities in any employment

situation and helps put the power

back in your hands as you navigate

through your work life.

Sharee Retallick

Pathway to Resilience

 

From a background in social work,

Sharee brings a practical approach

and proven skills to help live a

more successful life. With personal

examples and helpful tips, this

workshop will give you keys to

build a revitalised sense of self.

Tracy Ilton

Kick-Start Your Style 

Styling Workshop

As a personal stylist, Tracy brings a

comprehensive understanding of

both style and budget to your

choice of wardrobe. Knowing that

everyone’s starting position is

different, she will help you to

assess what adds value and delight

to your own style personality. 

Point of Change
Afternoon Workshops


